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fast fashion is the creation of cheap, copied designs 
seen on the runway or through celebrity culture and 
mass-produce them at a rapid rate, in order to fit the 
latest trends.

leans into the fashion faux pas of outfit repeating, 
and its goal is for consumers to chase trends as they 
happen in order to stay relevant.
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a brief history

prior to the 1800s, garment 
makers had to source their 
own materials, prepare them 
and weave them before even 
sewing the pieces together, 
causing fashion to be a slow 
process.

due to the invention of the sewing 
machine during the industrial revolution 
in 1830, creating garments became easier 
and cheaper to make. dressmaking shops 
began popping up during this time.

in the 1960s, most consumers 
purchased clothing from 
department stores, who 
bought from manufacturers.

by the 1970s, retailers realized 
they could did not need a 
third party manufacturer, and 
began doing it themselves. 



a brief history

due to the 2008 recession, 
a mix of technology 
and economic collaspe 
revolutionized the fast fashion 
industry- clothing for less

rana plaza in bangledesh 
collasped in 2013, killing 
over 1,000 workers.

from 2000-2009, brands 
began quickening production 
pace by creating about 52 
micro seasons a year.



the bad brands

ZARA FOREVER 21 SHEIN

* inditex 
* founded spain 1975
* one of the biggest fast 

fashion brands
* term “fast fashion” was first 

used to describe their 15-
day production timeline.

* over 450 million items 
produced per year

* made small steps towards 
sustainability, but their 
overall business model 
hinders any success of 
being eco-friendly

* started as a family owned 
business in 1984

* 790 stores globally
* absolutely no transparency 

on environmental impact
* supply chains are not 

certified by labor standards
* one of the only fast fashion 

brands to not sign the 
bangledesh accord

* has mentioned taking 
minimal efforts towards 
animal welfare 

* founded in 2008
* “it sells clothes at 

alarmingly low prices and 
of very dubious quality—if 
your package arrives at all.”

* has no quality control, so 
the brand has run in to 
controversies over offensive 
items

* accused of stealing designs 
* no visability whatsoever



i don’t 
shop 
fast 
fashion... 
or do i?

american eagle

aerie

h&m

urban outfitters

boohoo

pretty little thing

gap

old navy

lululemon

nasty gal

romwe

nike

missguided

dolls kill

free people

victoria’s secret

zaful

primark

topshop

anthropologie

brandy melville

target



what’s so wrong
about it?

textile production treatment of workers overconsumption



“you see some products 
and it's just garbage. it's 
just crap, and you sort 
of fold it up and you 
think, yeah, you're going 
to wear it saturday night 
to your party — and 
then it's literally going to 
fall apart.”
— SIMON COLLINS, dean of fashion, 
Parsons The New School for Design 



let’s talk textiles
& their effects on the environment

COTTON POLYESTER
* raw, pure cellulose fiber
* one of the first textiles introduced to 

the industry 
* genetically modified by farmers to 

resists pests
* process uses  one quarter pesticides 

to 2,700 liters of water to produce 
one t-shirt

* “super-weeds” leading to farmers 
having to use heavier pesticides

* the most popular fabric in fashion
* synthetic fiber derived from fossil 

fuels
* releases dangerous toxins in the 

environment
* when washed, the fibers shed 

microfibers in the machines.
* polluting main sources of food and 

water
* as of 2017, the demand for synthetic 

polyesters has doubled



the workers

FARMERS

the chemicals in these pesticides are 
extremely unhealthy to those in contact with 
them.
* causing birth defects in their children
* heavy toxins to their livestock
* there is growing interest in organic cotton, 

but overall use of organic cotton represents 
less than 1 percent of the world’s total 
annual cotton crop 

textiles affects on their workers

the workers



the workersthe workers

textiles affects on their workers

these textiles also affect the conditions of 
the factory workers in low-to-mid income 
countries.
* breathing in these synthetic fibers during 

their production causes a multitude of 
health hazard 

* ranging from respiratory complications
* poor ventilation from cotton dust
* synthetic air particulates. 
* these workers are inclined to contract lung 

diseases, cancer, as well as damage to 
endocrine function.

FACTORY



the apparel industry 
makes

53M

160M

tons of clothes a year.
at the rate, it is
expected to reach

tons by 2050.

53M

160M

lost in an ocean
of clothing

instead of creating a small range of versitile designs for each season, 
brands are now throwing as many designs, styles and shapes as they 
can, and hoping a few stick. 

“ocean of clothing” = scowering the racks for one item you like in a sea 
of other garments.

“the fast fashion manufacturing process leaves a lot to be desired, and 
pieces are often thrown away after no more than a few wears.” -the 
Good Trade



36B

9B
the estimated number of clothing 

items that are hardly worn or 
sitting idle in consumer’s closets

“it's so cheap that 
it isn't even worth 
returning if we get 
home and decide 
we don't like it”

— ELIZABETH L. CLINE 

9B

36B
is the estimates number of 

clothing items thrown away in the 
US each year. 

95% of which could be recycled.



th
es

is fast fashion revolutionized the apparel industry because they are able to cycle 
through styles and can keep up with the latest trends quicker than traditional 
clothing stores could, which has created a surplus in the consumption of 
clothes. i believe that many americans do not understand their carbon 
footprint, and by creating a solution that emphasizes quality and longevity 
over quantity, we can reduce the amount of new clothes being produced. 



a stitch closer to sustainability



what is it?

a one-stop shop for all your sustainable fashion needs!

our goal is to enlighten customers about their carbon footprint, and 
then be able to walk them through the ways to make minor changes in 
their routine to become more sustainable.

includes an interactive learning center, pop up shops from sustainable 
vendors, and an upcycling studio inorder to tackle various options to 
slow fashion.
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a way to repurpose old clothes and give them new life. this can 
be done by finding inspiration from a thriftstore, closet swapping 
with your friends and family, or looking at your own old clothes.

upcycling is usually achieved with a sewing machine, but there 
are tons of no-sew tutorials to get beginners started.

At EARTHeart, upcyclers can bring their own fabrics, or use the 
textile warehouse, a showroom for all the donated textiles given 
to our center. 

what is 
upcycling?
what is 
upcycling?
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info hub

classroom

studio space

cafe + lounge

notions bar

donation center

textile warehouse

pop up shops

navigation
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thank you! questions?thank you! questions?

floor plan
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cafe + lounge
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